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Students to testify

Sales tax on textbooks may be eliminated
lo) Sue Wright
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A repeal of the state tax on textbooks will
come up for approval before the House
Committee on Taxation Monday, April 10,
and the results look fa%orable, according to
Student Government President Charles
Mercer.
"Student government is sending a
contingenc% of students down to testify in
favor of the bill,— Mercer said. So far four
students plan to attend the meeting, which
is open to the public.
If passed, the repeal bill would eliminate
the 5 percent state sales tax on textbooks
required for courses and purchased by a
student. The bill also proposes a tax be
placed on magazines and periodicals, sold
less than three times a week, to
compensate for the state's loss of
revenues. Rep. Dick Davies (D-Orono) is
sponsoring the bill.
The bill includes tax exemptions on
books sold at bookstores at most post-sec-

ondary institutions in Maine.
Mercer said the repeal effort started
during his and Don Oakes' election
campaign in February. "We were looking
for ways to save students money," he said.
"Students here pay a state tuition. The
textbooks are a necessity in their education." Mercer said. "I don't believe they
should have to pay (the state) twice."
The UMO Student Senate unanimously
passed a resolution supporting the tax
exemption on March 3. Following that
approval Mercer said he mailed letters to
several members of the House Committee
on Taxation notifying them of the senate's
action.
Mercer also mailed 42 letters Tuesday to
state legislators and senators urging their
support for this or any similar legislation.
"Dick Davies said (the bill) has a very
good chance of passing," Mercer said.
Once approved by the taxation committee the bill would then go before the House
and Senate for approval and finally to
Governor Brennan.
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Students may be able to pay a little less for their textbooks In the
future.
[Collins photo]
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Letter to explain
studentaid cuts
by Joe McLaughlin
Over 12.000 students enrolling in the University of
Maine system next year will receive information next week
on how proposed federal budget cuts will affect their
financial aid status for the 1981-82 academic year.
Burt Batty. director of student aid, is sending the
students letters explaining the effects of potential student
aid cuts. "The letter will inform students the general
conditions of the cuts and what their impact on this
campus would be," Batty said.
Batty said if the proposed cuts are adopted by Congress
this month, all students seeking financial assistance will
be affected by cuts in three major programs. They are: the
National Direct Student Loan Program, the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant Program, and the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
The effect of the cuts on the National Loan Program,
Batty said, would be 42 percent fewer loans offered by the
university under the program. "This would mean we
would only be able to award $1.1 million next year, instead
of the $1.9 million awarded this year," he said.
The reduction, Batty said, means that only 1,600
students would receive loans at $500 each, instead of 2,700
students receiving $700 each.
The second area to be effected is the grant program.
The number of grants awarded will be reduced, Batty said,
and many middle-income students will be eliminated from
consideration. "This year 3,700 students are receiving
grants at $1,000 each," he said. "The cuts would reduce
this to 3,000 students receiving $700 each."
The third area to be affected is the Student Loan
Program. Currently 4,300 students are receiving student
loans totaling $8 million, Batty said, and the proposed cuts
would eliminate 2.000 students from consideration for the
loans for a saving of $2 million. Student loans next year
are only based on need, convenience loans are out."
Another area that could be effected by the proposed
cuts. Batty said, are Social Security student benefits.
Currently 3,700 Maine students are receiving $686,000
per month which totals $8.2 million a year. "The proposed
cuts would bar any new student from these benefits,"
Batty said, and eventually phase out the program by
reducing the benefits students receive by 25 percent each
month.
, Batty said it is estimated nationally that 6 percent
fewer students will attend college next year if the proposed
cuts pass. "If this could be applied locally it could suggest
that our enrollment could be effected by 6 percent." he
said.

"Barndog" looks like he's getting impatient, waiting for his master to return.
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Student BOT bill stalled
by Joe McLaughlin
A bill that would establish a
student representative on the
UMaine Board of Trustees. LD 1002,
received divided support in a hearing
last week by the State legislature's
Education Committee.
A co-sponsor of the bill, Rep. Swift
Tarbell(R-Bangor), said he hoped
bill will be debated on the House
floor in a couple of weeks.
Tarbell said it would be a good
policy to have at least one student
from the University of Maine on the
Board of Trustees. With a student
member on the Board a positive
rapport could be established between the mangerial policy decisions
made by the Board and the personal
effects these decisions have on
students, Tarbell said. .
Tarbell said a student trustee
would enable the Board to better
understand the "point of view of the
everyday student."
Board of Trustees member. Francis Brown, said he is opposed to the
bill "because the broad perspective
of the Board representing the whole

university system suffers when just
one constituent group is represented
by a member of the board."
Another reason Brown said he is
opposed to the bill is because he
feels one student would be "hardpressed" to represent all seven
university campuses. "The student
trustee would be speaking for over
27,000 students," he said.
Brown said if there was a student
trustee.then it would also encourage
other groups to get a member on the

Board, like a trustee representing
the alumni or the faculty.
Tarbell said the Board should be
more susceptible to student problems and a student trustee would
enable this. "Board members have
a lot in common with faculty and
alumni," he said. "But if there's
any one element of the university
community that they are least likely
to understand, it's the particular
problems and concerns faced by
students."

OCB elections planned
Elections for president and vice
president of the Off-Campus Board
will be held April 15, it was
announced by Pres. Chris McEvoy
this week.
The president is a representative
to the student government cabinet.
supervises Bumstock and the food
coop, and is a member of the day
care center board of directors. He or
she also oversees all Off-Campus
Board activities and the OCB news-

letter.
This position, which is one year
and salaried, is being run by OCB in
conjunction with the Fair Elections
and Practices Committee. Candidates for both positions must be
off-campus students.
Petitions can be picked up at the
OCB office in the union.
One
hundred -fifty signatures are required.
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International Week tofight hunger
by Brenda Bickford
Plans for International Week, April 6-12,
began with a local perspective, but has
developed a much broader scope. according to its organizers, Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs Ruth Barry, Student
Coordinator Morteza Poursaid, and Timothy Poulin.
"We started on our own doorstep, now
it's international." Barry said.

India. UMO Vice President for Academic
Affairs Frederick Hutchinson will be the
moderator for the discussion. There is no
admission charge.
U.S. Sen. Robert Dole, a member of the
Presidential Commission on World Hunger, will answer questions about the
problem of world hunger via a direct
telephone hook-up with his Washington,
D.C. office. This program is entitled
Learning Line, and will be held April 7 at
noon in the North and South Lown Room
of the Memorial Union.
International Week is being sponsored
by the International Office of the Office of
the Dean of Student Affairs.

Said Shah
The highlight of International Week is
world hunger, which will be discussed by a
panel of experts at a World Hunger
Symposium on April 9, from 7 to 9 pm in
Hauck Auditorium. The symposium will
feature three speakers with varying
attitudes toward world hunger: Cheryl
Payer, author of Debt Trap and American
critic of U.S. and multinational hunger
problems; Nicholas Raymond, external
affairs officer of the Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations; and
Said Shah, economist and author from

Police
* Blotter *
Cheryl Payer

by Susan Allsop

"We've been asked why the United
States should be concerned with world
hunger." said Barry, "One of every eight
people on the earth suffers from malnutrition. This (international week) is a way to
let people know about the problem. We at

A Hallowell resident reported on
Monday that $875 in items were
stolen from his vehicle while parked
in the rear of the Brewer commons
lot at BCC. ,Two pairs of skis,
bindings, ski poles and an engage
ment ring were taken from the car.
The owner of the car said the car was
locked at the time, but scratch marks
were found around the door locks on
both sides of the car.

Trustees propose change
for school opening date
by Deb Kupa
There may be yet another change in next
year's academic calendar if the Board of
Trustees gets its way.
"The BOT changed the date of opening
school from Aug. 31 to Sept. 1," said
Walter S. Schoenberger, chairman of the
Council of Colleges. Schoenberger will
recommend to President Silverman that
the date not be switched. He said he has
heard many complaints from professors of
science that they do not wish to lose

h a.m. - 2 p.m. 2nd annual Young
Authors' conference.
Memorial
Union. Norma Fox will speak on
"Red Capes. Garbage Dumps, and
Other Things About Being a
Writer".
3:30 Public lecture by Dr. Jane
Blankenship of the University of
Massachusetts.
"On 'Talking
About' the Search for an Israeli-Egyptian Peace: Alternative 'Constructions' by Press and ProtagNorth-South Bangor
onists."
Lounge

UMO are pretty isolated from the
problem."
According to the December 1978 Preliminary Report of the Presidential Commission on World Hunger there are three
reasons why the U.S. should be concerned
with the problem: "Moral obligation...
national security...The most potentially
explosive force in the world today is the
frustrated desire of poor people to attain a
decent standart of living..., and economic
interest...The U.S. can maintain it s own
economic vitality only within a healthy
international economy...U.S. farm output
provides about 25 percent of the exports
($32 billion in 1979) that are so essential to
the U.S. balance of payments."
Students will have the opportunity to
participate in a Fast Day on April 9. By
forgoing the noon meal, students contribute the cost of the meal toward treatment
of children with tuberculosis at Grace
Children's Hospital, Port Au Prince, Haiti.

another week of laboratories.
"It is important for laboratory classes to
have full weeks." Schoenberger said. He
pointed out that the semester has been
shortened to 14 weeks, and the loss of
another week to courses with labs could be
detrimental.
"A recommendation was made by the
chancellor" to the BOT to change the
opening date, but the group has not acted
upon it yet, he said. The matter will be
brought up in the next regular BOT
meeting.

7:30 p.m. Public lecture by Dr. Jane
Blankenship on Careers in Commun
'cation. Peabody Lounge.

9:30 p.m. WCBB Channel 10 will be
showing "Cut and Run". The film
will be followed by discussion with
panelists Doug Allen, Richard
Scads. filmaker. Jr. Hanington of
Maine Forests Products Council
(industry) and James Potter, woodsmen from Wytopitlock.

Murphy's Steakhouse
and
Butcher Shop
Now Accepting Applications for
Cooks, Waitresses, Waiters,
Deli Department and Cashiers.
989-1474
Apply after 3:30
Bar Harbor Road, Brewer

An Augusta Hall resident was
taken to Cutler Health Center
Monday by police after she was
struck in the hand with an arrow.
The victim would not release details
of the incident.

An Oxford Hall resident reported
that her pocketbook was taken from
her unlocked room Tuesday night.
The maroon vinyl purse contained a
maroon leather wallet, plastic frame
glasses and $85 in cash. Total value
of the items is $160.

A Sigma Alpha Epsilon brother
reported that a $400 stereo receiver
was taken from his second floor room
sometime Sunday morning. Another
receiver and turntable were stolen
from the same room during Thanksgiving vacation.

CAMPUS
CRIER
Acadia National Park work-study
information receptionist, June 1st August 31st. $4.30/hour. Please call
288-3338.

Born again Christians needbd for
research info conversion experience.
Will be paid. Call 581-2177 or
581-2211 and ask for Jack Keefe.

IN ORONO--We are now showing
and renting furnished apartments for
next Aug. 29, 1981. No children. No
pets. 942-0935.

ROLLERSKATES All name-brands
at fraction above wholesale cost.
Complete lines of Chicago, Hyde,
Sims etc. 139 Hancock--Ask
for Bill

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year
round. Europe. S. Amer.. Australia,
Asia. All fields. $500-$1200 monthly
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC
Box 52-MEI Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

PRIVATE ROOMS FOR RENT-5
MIN.
WALK
TO
WELLS
COMMONS QUIET.MATURE NONSMOKERS From $20 per week
(Dorm rooms currently cost $34 per
week!) Call Jeremy 866-5559 after S
pm

FOR SALE: 1976 Honda CJ360T
Sport. Best offer. Call 827-2708

HELP WANTED: WAITRESS/
waiter, 5 days. 11-3. Permanent
position. Experience
necessary.
Apply in person. Barman's
Restaurant.

'1.20 for first 15 words
10C each additional word
Per pre-paid insertion
3.00/3 da s
5.00/ 5 dabs
plus IOC per additional words

PAID POSITIONS
The PRISM yearbook is accepting
applications for editor and business
manager for the 1982 school
year.
Applications may be picked up in the
basement of Lord Hall at
the PRISM office.
Applications must
be submitted by
April 17th.
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MPBN production chief
Corley dead at age 50

tv'tPUS
:RIER

Thomas "Dan" Corley. employee of
Maine Public Broadcasting Network for the
past 15 years, died of apparent heart attack
Tuesday night.
Corley, 50, had a history of heart trouble
and suffered a massive coronary on
Tuesday night at his home in Shopee's
Trailer Court. Corley, MPBN broadcast
production chief, is survived by his wife
Barbara, a secretary in Schibles Hall. and
his two sons; Henry of Boston, Ma. and
Thomas D. Corley III of Bridgeport, Tex.
Corley is also survived by a brother
Christopher of Waco. Tex. and a sister
Rosalie Gilstrap. of San Saba, Texas.
Corley. or "Dan" as he was known to
co-workers, was a deputy sheriff for
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all local programming produced. had made
many friends during his years of service at
MPBN, and would be greatly missed.
Robinson said Corley liked everyone and
often was the man behind the.scenes that
pulled everything together.
A funeral service will be held. April 3,
1981, at the La Beau Funeral Home, 72
Maine St.. Orono at 10 am. No visiting
hours will be held prior to the funeral
service, with interment in San Saba, Texas
at the family's convenience.
Well wishers may send donations to the
Shriners Hospital for Children in Boston by
writing to the "Dan" Corley memorial
fund, care of, Anah Temple, 586 Maine St.
Bangor or Harold Shute, Orono.

Baseball feNer will be in full swing soon

[Collins photo]

Fraternity hazing might be banned
by Stephen Peterson
Hazing at Maine colleges could be
banned if a bill before the state legislatures
Education Committee passes.
The bill would require all Maine colleges
to make and enforce rules banning
fraternity hazing.
Scot Balentine, president of the UMO
Fraternity Board, feels the bill, introduced
by Rep. Mary E. Small (R-Bath), is one
indication that Maine is "following suit"
with other state legislatures that have
banned fraternity hazing.
"I think the Maine legislature wants to
get it on the books and say 'we don't
condone this', " Balentine said.
Balentine recently attended a meeting of
the Northeastern Interfraternity Conference in New York, where the main focus of
attention was on fraternity hazing.
Mrs. Eileen Stevens, whose son was
killed in an Alfred University fraternity
hazing ritual, addressed the conference as
well as the former dean of Alfred
University. The dean explained the legal
implications of hazing, which is now a
felony in New York state, after Mrs.
Stevens' introduced legislation after her
son's death.
"A lot of it comes down to the legal
liabilities," Balentine said. "They have
since had the law on the books in New York
for a year and there have been no offenses
vet."

Fraternity advisor at UMO, William
Lucy. said Balentine's comments concern
ing the bill's passage was "an accurate
assessment" of the situation.

Ken Curtis, former Maine governor and
imbassador to Canada under the Carter
administration, will be speaking on the
UMO campus Friday, April 3.
The lecture, which will be held at 8 pm in
the English/Math Building, is being
sponsored by the Honors Center and the
Canadian-American Center.
"It's being sponsored by the Honors
Program but we're providing funding and
were instrumental in bringing Curtis
here," said Victor Conrad, Acting Director
of the Canadian American Center.
Curtis' subject will be "The Canada Few

The lecture has been planned for about a
month, Schuman said. "I think that we're
really lucky to have him speak at this time.
He's been in the news for the last week or
so." Schuman said.

with hook-ups
Dpen ti( 11:00 p.m. Weekdays
Fri & Sot.
1 2 p.m
Sun'iii 10 p.m
750 Stillwater Ave.
827-5504

Greetings
If you're flying to decide what
to do for a friend's birthday,
anniversary, or other special
occasion, use the power of the printed
word to express yourself.

Jeff Darling. president of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity said. "There is nothing
bad up here. There is nothing on this
campus that's bad enough to warrant a
bill."

Understand." "I think he'll be talking
about American perceptions and misperceptions about Canada," said Dr. Samuel
Schuman, Director of the Honors Program.

Kegs

Maine Campus

Lucy commented that the national
fraternity disciplinary actions are an
outgrowth of the efforts of Mrs. Steven's
work. "She is not anti-fraternity, she is
anti-hazing," Lucy said.
Some UMO fraternity presidents believe
there is not enough hazing to constitute a
state law.

Ken Curtis to lecture
on Canada April 3
by Annette Higgins

Balentine said he felt the bill would pass.
"We are having a lawyer cotoe talk to the
fraternity board to tell us about the legal
complications and liabilities," he said.

"National fraternities all over the nation
are cracking down on any chapters
engaging in hazing activities with heavy
fines and expulsions," Lucy said. Lucy
also said UMO has prohibited hazing since
the early 60's.

President of Sigma Chi fraternity, Kerry
Sullivan, agreed and said, "I don't know
about the other fraternities but there is
none that goes on in this one."
Sullivan also noted the crackdown in
other states by national fraternities. "In
New York they're going all out. The
national organizations are coming in and
reviewing all the programs," he said.

Beer

Penobscot County prior to his 15 years of
service at MPBN.
MPBN has been
functioning for 20 years..
Rob Robinson, Corley's immediate supervisor. said that Corley was responsible for

With an ad in the Maine Jampus,
you can give that special
someone a greeting that's
original, personal, and
inexpensive.
A great idea for any message.

Curtis was on the UMO campus in
December of 1974, when he spoke to a
group of political science majors. He spoke
on his term as Governor of Maine. Curtis
was Governor from 1967 to 1975.
Both faculty members and students are
invited to the lecture.

For information, call Julie or Dianne at the Maine Campus,
in the basement of lord Hall. Phone 581-7531

•
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Editorials
Faculty viewpoint

No credit
Ot ten times, simple is best. As a state university,
the University of Maine system should realize an
obligation to make matters unrelated to direct
academia as unconfusing as possible for students
wishing to attend one of the seven campuses.
In that light, students who have wished to transfer
from one branch of the university to another have in
variably faced the task of discovering which
academic credits may be transferred to another campus branch and which credits may not because of a
multitude of reasons.
This process is difficult enough for many students,
who are looking their academic future directly in the
face. Just one class which is not accepted by another
branch of the university could result in a change of
graduation dates. With that change, that omnipresent variable called cash always comes into play.
Making matters worse is the fact that no matter
how similar in nature classes on different campuses may
be, they have different labels from campus to campus. This is just another impediment for students
wishing to change campuses.
Reps. Richard Davies(D-Orono)and Nancy Clark
(D-Freeport)are currently sponsoring a bill in the
Maine legislature which would require a common
class numbering system between all university branches in the UMaine system.
Opponents of the bill say the problem is not

Prof. Mark Lutz
serious, and in fact very rarely comes into play. Bert
Pratt, associate director of admissions at the Orono
campus, says there isn't much of a problem on this
campus and that UMO accepts credits from all other
branches, provided they are accompanied by a grade
of C or above.
But given the different numbering systems spread
from Gorham to Fort Kent, it would be speculative,
indeed, to suggest that there have been no problems
arising from the diverse systems currently in use.
The potential for mistake exists.
Any numbering change will probably cost the
university and the state a few bucks. But when the
University of Maine system was devised in 1969, one
of its chief aims was to make credit transfer easier
between different branches of the system.
Numerical systems by themselves are not the sole
problems involved with transferring credits.
Inadequate advising supervision and poor communications between member universities go hand in
hand with catalogue listings in hindering students
from making educated decisions regarding a change
in universities.
But clearly these differing numerical listings are
part of the problem. Not all decisions have to be
rendered for the sake of containing crisis situations.
Problems can be solved before they arise.
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
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From
the heart
After eleven years at Orono teaching
literally thousands of students the
time honored principles of our
science, I welcome the opportunity to
observe the following:
Economics is in a mess and
appears to be still sinking without
finding a ground. It is in a crisis
because at its very core it is sick.
True, it is logical, it is rigorous, it is
scientific (at least by standards of 50
years ago), and it is definitely
modern and 'progressive' in its
moral orientation. Like it or not, we
do live in the Age of the Economist.
So, what's wrong with it?
Well, as I see it from the vantage
of an insider, economics is in a mess
because it assumes and extolls
human behavior and motivation
which is only impersonal rather than
also personal. The world of the
economist is one where there is no
truce, no geniune love, no loyalty
and no conscience and no commitment.
In this cold and impersonal vision
of the world, the economist--and
here is the crux of the problem--feels
entitled to make public policy
recommendations. Most economists
are n favor of increasing the scope of
the market, of having people cater to
the market. Almost all of us glorify
the benefits of competition. It all
leads to more maximization, to more
specialization, to more mobility, to
more commodities of use and
commercialization.
But, what about trust, friendship.
love, faith, community, personal
knowledge and other 'non-economic'
goods? Will loyalty be destroyed by
mobility? Commitment by maximum
gain? The right by the good? Too
often, our lecture halls are chapels.
the friendly economist the preacher.
Economics the sermon, materialism
the gospel. Mammon the god. What
is being taught is not so much wrong
as it is incomplete.
Ultimately.
economics misleads because it ignores what might be called a vertical
dimension. So it flattens everything
out; you too if you're a sitting duck.
The end result of this flattening
out process is a society based on
mutual antagonism or indifference in
which trust has worn so thin that it
can no longer be relied upon. It is an
impersonal, subtle type of violence.
but it is violence nevertheless. No
appeal to more rational thought, no
tougher law enforcement, nor boosting of the army secret service agents
will prevent the accumulating violence from breaking out again and
igain. We're in it, we're part of
it. as long as we are part of a system
glorifying the impersonal force of
:ompetition. It is not a coincidence
that we as the most competitive.
most mobile, most commercial and
"advanced" society are also known
as the land of violence, or homocides, rapists, hot-shots and politi
cal assassins. It's no mystery, it's
only natural.
I believe the day will come when
the sermons of economists will have
lost their chill. Economics has been
leading all the other social sciences
down the path of social decay.
Therefore, it's going to hit the
ground first. It's going to turn
around first, so, don't be surprised if
the construction of a New Age will be
triggered by a New Economics.
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.113. Hutto and Roomful
i_I Blues

Sail into the blues this weekend

viewpoint
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This Friday the campus will come
down with a severe case of the blues.
In this year's blues festival the
Student Entertainment Association
presents J.B. Hutto and the New
Hawks with Roomful of Blues, two top
bands in the blues field. It will all take
place at 8 p.m. on April 3, in the
Hauck Auditorium.

have gone on to become top musicians
in the field like the Nighthawks and the
Fabulous Thunderbirds. His current
group, the New Hawks,is his selfproclaimed dream band.
J.B. Hutto is known for his blazing

energy in his performances and his
high-powered music. His promotional
appeal is, "If you think your heart can
take it, come boogie with J.B."
Roomful of Blues formed in 1970 as
a reaction to the move away from

The amazing feature of both these
bands is their appeal to various audiences. In country clubs the patrons
praise their wild honky tonk, in rock
settings they produce the finest rock
and roll and rhythm and blues fans just
can't get enough.
J.B. Hutto began recording in 1950,
but it wasn't until rock and roll
rediscovered rhythm and blues in the
1960's that Hutto's reputation spread
worldwide. Hutto had a recording
featured in the Hollywood movie Blue
Collar and his original songs have been
performed and recorded by prominent
rock singers like Bonnie Raitt, Rory
Gallagher and Brownsville Station.
Members of Hutto's back-up bands

authentic blues music. Roomful of
Blues was founded with the intention
of retaining the blues tradition and the
group flourished on that commitment
and the bands overwhelming talent.
The original founders of the group
were: Al Copley, on piano; Greg Piccolo, vocals and tenor sax; John Rossi,
on drums; Rich Lataille, alto and tenor
saxes; Doug James, on baritone; and
the departed Duke Robillard.
Newer members of the group include: Danny Motta, on trumpet;
Porky Cohen,on trumbone; Jimmy
Wimpfheimer, on bass fiddle. The
group is from Providence, RI, and they
have been touring the country since
1979. Roomful of Blues will release
their new album sometime this spring
and plan a European tour later this
year.
Both bands promise an evening full
of entertainment and fun. Tickets are
on sale now and are $3.00 for UMO
students, and $4.00 for all others.

ROOMFUL OF BLUES

-Katrina Morgan

A night at the opera with Singers
From Opera to Jabberwocky. the University Singers
sang them all.
At its periormance in
Hauck Auditorium last night
before a crowd of 150, the
group showed the heart and
spirit, not to mention the fine
voices, they take on the road
every year.
Although the show presented was an edited down and
slightly different version of
e singers

Darrell Leighton and Heidi
Fo g

had the audience all the way.
Starting with the Halleluja
chorus of"Haec est dies"
down to the last chords of
"Paddlin' Madeline Home,"
the group showed a precision
and mellowness that has doubtlessly earned them the
reputation they deserve.
"Although I've had some
good groups in the past,"
conductor Dennis Cox told the
audience,"in all my 13 years
of teaching I have never had
such a fun bunch of kids."
The energy and committment
of the group made things easy
on him, Cox said.
The vitality and general funlovingness of all the singers
was quite evident at last
night's show.
During most of the
evening's songs, the group was
accompanied by a rather intense piano player, Wanda
Hamlin, although she took a
few breaks to do some singing
as well. Her playing on the
song "Notes from Tom
Paine" showed her intensity,
as well as her ability to lead the
group.
The opera piece was not the
only place where the audience
was treated to Barb Johnson's
superb voice. She sang a
marvelous solo which filled
the whole auditorium during

What's Inside

one of the movements of the
song, Gloria, written by Francis Poulenc in the 60s.
One of the more bizarre
numbers the singers performed during the show was a
piece called "Sustain Us."
Written by Rhonda Polay, the
song requires two choruses,
not to mention some finely
coordinated theatrical work.
Starting with some wellorchestrated shouts and piano
bangs(once again,
emotionally done by Hamlin),
the song continued to a
climactic ending with all the
singers lying prone on the
stage, with a single singer.

The Who's latest

Changes at the Maine Review

reaching to heaven crying to
the Lord to "sustain us."
After that piece, things
could only get lighter.
And lighter they got. One
song, dedicated to Cox's
daughter named "Once in
Love with Amy" was a light
fun song with many 'bum-babums' and lots of robust
singing. This was one of the
few songs that the bass singer
really seemed to take charge.
Their 'bum-bas' filled the
room, augmenting the other
singers well.
The ending to the show
completed the festive mood
the group had been proleeting

Sci-fi review

Art by Tucker

all night. Starting with the
musical version of Lewis
Carroll nonsensical poem
"Jabberwocky," the singers
had quite an array of props on
stage (for the first time). They
were armed with confetti and
noise makers in the celebration
of the slaying of the Jabberwocky. From this, still armed
with all the party gear, they
launched into "Paddlin'
Madlin' Home," and, by the
time the last song rolled
around, had everyone on their
feet.

Pavillion weekend

Springtime in Paris
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New Editor for Review
Even with the organizational
problems The Maine Review has had
this semester, it will be out before the
end of the school year, said faculty advisor Burton Hatlen.
The Maine Review is a student
literary magazine published once a
semester. The magazine accepts
poetry, fiction, essays and graphics.
"We'll consider anything submitted,"
said Hatlen.
The planned deadline for submissions to the magazine was to be
April 1st, he said, but this date has
been extended to Friday, April 10th.
This extension is due to the changeover in editors in mid-semester.
Alexandra "Sandy" Cipuzak will
replace Lynn Madden as editor. "The
whole system broke down," Hatlen
said, "because the editor dropped
out."
"I was asked to fill this position,"
Cipuzak said, "since there had seemed
to be no indication that the previous
editor was still involved with the
publication."
Entries to the magazine have
decreased from the amount received
last semester. "The submissions have
not nearly reached as many submissions as we usually have," Hatlen
said. "Students are urged to submit
entries as soon as possible." They may
be sent or dropped off at the English
department office in 304 English/Math
building.
Cipuzak will be the acting editor of
The Maine Review until May when she
will graduate with an English degree,

specializing in creative writing.
The magazine receives joint funding
from the English department and the
student government. There has been a
student literary publication on campus
now for more than 20 years. The title
of the publication has changed three
times during the past two decades.
From 1960-1970, the magazine was
called Ubris, the greek word for pride.
It was called Marshroots from 19701973, Hatlen said. The Maine Review
has been the publication's name since
then.
Hatlen, also an associate professor
of English, has been the faculty advisor
of The Maine Review for four years.
He recruited Cipuzak for the editor's
job within the past week. She was
leaving off a submission to the
magazine and was recommended to
Hatlen's office.
"The Maine Review,"Cipuzak said,
"will have to be put together rapidly
since material was supposed to have
been collected by the time I accepted
the position."
Hatlen anticipates distribution of the
magazine to the campus will be around
the last week of classes. Until then,
Cipuzak said,"We are going to have
to work on a hectic schedule."
She and Hatlen are the only two
working on The Maine Review. "I
could use any help," Cipuzak said,
"especially in the areas of layout and
proofreading."
-Darcie McCann
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The Who with a newface
Face Dances, the first Who
studio album in almost three
years, is a tribute to the band's
longevity and overall depth of
talent.
The 1980's are the beginning of
yet another era of music for the
band and the new album by an
older, more experienced Who,is
one of their most subtle and yet
daring works ever.
Gone is much of the angry,
rebellious fire which saturates
many earlier albums(i.e.
Quadrophenia, Who's Next).
The Who's new stance seems to
be more a questioning than
demanding one. Songs like "Did
You Steal My Money" and
"How Can You Do It Alone"
have a wonderous tone to them
which tell the listener that even
though the band has been
together since the mid -sixties,
there's still alot of things going
on in the world today which defy
explaination.
The majority of the album
should catch a number of Who
fans off-guard. Face Dances is a
conglomerate of pop songs "You
Better You Bet","Don't Let Go
the Coat"), rockers("The Quiet
One","You"),introspective
pieces("Daily Records",
"Another Tricky Day")and
down-right strangeness("Cache.
Cache").
The death of drummer Kieth
Moon has altered the band's
sound as much as anything else.
The new stickman is Kenny
Jones, and though he lacks

Moon's very personal, up-front
style of drumming, he does lay
down some solid and intricate
beats of his own.
Pete Townsend,guitarist and
band leader, follows up last
year's solo success Empty Glass
with what could be classified as a
backing role on this album.
Though he wrote all but two of
the new songs, his musical
prescence is confined to backing
vocals and an occasional flare of
guitar riffs.
Dominating this album from
the outset are Roger Daltry and
bassist John Entwistle, probably
the two members of the Who
most taken for granted over the
years. Each gives his strongest
performance in years. Daltry has
never sang better, giving each
song the correct intonation and
feeling required. Meanwhile, Entwistle's tank-like bass rumbles
throughout the album and,combined with Jones' drumming,
provide the band's driving
power.
On Face Dances, the Who
prove that they're still as strong a
band as there is today. They may
be older and wiser, and maybe
even a little tired after all these
years. But along with aging
they've developed a
professionalism and a commaradery which rejuvenates their
music. And by keeping the music
fresh and ails e, the Who are
already a step ahead of most of
today's newer sounds.
-Bill Scott
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can restaurant

515 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER,ME.
MAIN ST.. ELLSWORTH °H
COMPLETE DINNERS — VEGETARIAN FOODS.
TACOS -- BURRITOS
ENCHILADAS
CHILI -- CHILI DOGS
GUACAMOLE

•i , 8
, Pepino's Take-Out 989-1111
aosio —
•\'--,`, 9-1330

Link

MON

TUBS -BUN
I ler
,
TAKE OUT =WIC'

(every Thursday nitell

1.50 Cover

TlightWali &ling(
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

NEW ENGLAND
STYLE

CHATEAU
RESTAURANT
Every day
i•xcept Friday

BUFFET

with delicious items like
FISH CHOWDER
STEAMSHIP ROUND
OF BEEF
MAINE SHRIMP SALAD
EVERY
FRIDAY

SUNDAY

BRUNCH
9: — 12 Breakfast
12: — 3 Lunch

You and

yours for
TWENTY DOLLARS!
Includes Appetite, or Salad
Delicious Main Course
Dessert
Coffee. Tea or Milk

'4"
And appetizing BUFFET
prepared by our own
Swiss Chef
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Novel depicts dismal life
after nuclear holocaust
Works of science fiction and fantasy
are often called escapist literature- that
one would read to find a way out of the
stresses of everyday life.
In the Breaking of North well by
Paul 0. Williams you as the reader
are constantly reminded of the
possibility of nuclear holocaust and
what could happen to the survivors of
it. Williams labels this final confrontation as "the time of fire" that occurred thousands of years before the
time depicted in his book.
The land described is basically that
of the U.S. except for the geographical

changes one might expect over so long
a period. The scene is that of the area
surrounding the cities of a people
called the Pelbar on the shores of the
Heart river. (formerly the Mississippi).
The Pelbar know very little of the land
surrounding them.
Two nomadic tribes, the Shumai and
Sentani, often attack the cities with little success. Also, they attack one
another with much ferocity and little or
no mercy. The only times the three
peoples do anything together peaceably
is during an annual "truce week"
where they trade with one another for
raw materials and finished products.

That is the situation until a Pelbar
named Jestak manages to develop a
kind of unfriendly respect with both
tribes while at the same becoming an
outcast among his own. He is outcast
to Northwall because he did not successfully complete a mission assigned
to him by his elders to the Eastern
Shore Cities of Innanigan. While on
this journey, he was made a slave and
forced to work and escape with members of the Shumai and Sentani who
were also slaves of a violent tribe called
the Tantal on the Bitter Sea(the Great
Lakes).
Upon his return, he is sent to Northwall where he uses his friendship
with the Sentani and the Shumai to
unite all three peoples against the
threat of the Tantal. In doing do,
Jestak has problems because he is forced to disturb the status quo that has
prevented the three peoples from
destroying one another prior to this.
He learns that before the time of fire,
all the peoples were one and spoke the
same language. Now he wonders if this
is the fate of mankind, to build up
civilization only to tear it down
because of the aggressive nature of
people.
The situation described by Williams
is one that probably should be debated
over coffee and donuts. The characters and exploits of Jestak are very
vivid. One can almost see the Shumai's
hatred for the Pelbar or the dedication
of the Pelbar to the defense of Northwall.
The Breaking of North wall is an excellent work of fiction for people to
read and think about in this day and
age. While it may be only fantasy now,
the possibility of its ideas becoming
fact loom larger than most people
would like.
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Notice to all U1110 Clubs

'hit+ are in some way Community1
oriented:
lu
0-here will be a Student Community Servicesi
Board meeting on Thursday, April 2nd in
9,
Classroom A, Memorial Union 3:30-5. If you
would like to learn about our board and be
--' considered for membership, please send
a representative to this meeting.
Student Community Services Board
is a board of Student Government.

I

581-7801
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The second annual Pavilion Theatre
Festival this weekend will include a
variety of workshops and plays geared
toward providing a wide variety of
theatrical experience. Sponsored by
the theatre students of the Maine
Masque, the festival will begin with
puppets and end with a modern classic,
Strindberg's Miss Julie.
The fesitval begins Saturday morning with an 11 am workshop in puppetry. Children are especially encouraged to attend as Stan Burgoyne
and Liz Hale demonstrate puppets of
all sizes-from the larger-than-life Tempest puppets to the newest Masque
puppets being prepared for a production of Alice in Wonderland.
At 2 pm there will be a short dance
performance followed by a modern
play, Prophecy: My Foot, My Tutor,
written by the Austrian writer Peter
Handke. The show is an example of
the type of theatre designed to stretch
the limits of established form.
Prophecy: My Foot, My Tutor is actuany a combination of two shows

which Skriletz has combined into one,
believing that the two reinforce each
other's meaning. Handke's desire in
writing the shows, the director
believes, was to be "outrageous
enough to shake complacency and
show people how they obscure the
meaning of a spade by refusing to call
it a spade."
Saturday evening at 8:15 there will
be the first festival performance of
Miss Julie, often called one of the great
plays of the modern stage. It concerns
the mutual seduction between an
aristocratic young woman and her
father's servant, and the tragic aftermath. Miss Julie is being directed by
Tammie Pogue, as a graduate lab
production.
Sunday's festival agenda begins at
1:30 pm with a play called The Tiger,
directed by Mark Boyd. It will be
followed immediately by an oral interpretaion performance directed by
Robin Lisherness. The festival ends
with a repeat performance of Miss
Julie at 8:15.

Applications are now being accepted
for:

Maine
Campus

LIV
and

1BJ
Deadline for application
Tuesday, April 14, 1981
Interviews Friday, April 17,1981
Applications available
in 107 Lord Hall
Other salaried positions are available -drop by the Maine Campus,
basement of Lord Hall, for more information

Salaried Positions
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1DB Movies
"My Bodyguard"
"Luna"
101 English-Math 7•19 pm
Violoncello Concert
Robert Collins
Hauck 8:15 pm
Eddy Clearwater & Carey Bell
Benjamin's 9pm

Blues Festival
J.B. Hutto&The New Hawks & Roomful of Blues
Hauck 8Pm

Pavilion Play Festival
"Prophecy: Myfoot, My Tutor"
Pavilion Theatre 2pm

Eddy Clearwater & Carey Bell
Benjamin's9pm

One Last Swing
Bears Den 8pm
Eddie Clearwater
Barstans 9pm
Searsmont Street Band
Benjamin's 9pm

Pavilion Play Festival
"Miss Julie"
Pavilion Theatre 8:15 pm

Wednesday, April 8

Lady T& Joy ofSpring
Benjamin's 9pm

60's Fixation Hour
The Bryds
WMEB FM 10 am
IDB Movie
"The Three Musketeers"
130 Little Hall 7(19 pm

The Robert Klein Hour
Blondie si Billy Burnette
WMEB FM 10pm
Armenian Comedy Hours
WMEB FM II pm

Doctor Hicklick's Cucumber Band
Barstans9pm
-01181In-

UMO Twentieth Century Ensemble
Hauck 8:15 pm

S.E.A. Movie
"Wuthering Heights"
101 English-Math 7pm

The Best ofBroadway
WMEB FM 5 pin

Friday, April 3

Foreign Film Festival
"The Man Who Loved Women"
101 English-Math 7pm

Concert
Richard Collins
Hauck 3pm

Saturday, April 4

S.E.A. Movie
"Caddyshack"
Hauck AO pm

Tuesday, April 7

Sunday Family Movie
"Robinson Crusoe ct Treasure Island"
101 English-Math 1:30 pm

Classic Album Feature
Jethro Tull
"Thick as a Brick"
WMEB FM 12pm

Thursday Nile Album Feature
Eric Clapton, "Another Ticket"
WMEB FM 10pm

S.F. . Movie
"Chapter Two
101 English-Math Al9:30 pm

Pavilion Play Festival
"The Tiger"
Pavilion Theatre 1:30 pm

Doctor Hicklick's Cucumber Band
Barstans 9pm

Dinner & Jazz
"Lazy Tom Trio"
Rams Horn 6 pm

Eddie Clearwater
Barstans 9pin

Sunday. April 5

Eddy Clearwater & Carey Bell
Benjamin's 9pm

Randy Ha wkes Overtones
Barstans 9pm

Lady T& Joy ofSpring
Benjamin's 9pm

The Midnight Special
Ozark Mountain Daredevils
WMEB FM 12 pm

One Last Swing
Bears Den 8pm

Monday, April 6

Searsmont Street Band
Benjamin's 9pm

•OlNile•

WMEB top 10

Quick takes

1

Garland Jeffreys
"Escape artist"

2 Bill Chinnock
"Dime Store Heroes"
3

David Byrnel/ Brian Eno
"My Life in the Bush of Ghosts"

4 Eric Clapton
"Another Ticket"

GHANA CONCERT A HIT FOR
FLEETWOOD
Mick Fleetwood, in Ghana recording
his debut solo album for RCA Records, Mick Fleetwood's African
Odyssey, performed live before a
packed crowd of Ghanians in the country's capital city of Accra recently.
Backed by George Hawkins on bass
and Todd Sharpe on guitar, Fleetwood

Ham on

and several Ghanian bands, whos
e
musicians had appeared on
Mick
Fleetwood's African Odyssey,
were
filmed by a PBS crew for later broa
cast in the U.S. Proceeds from the dcert went to the Ghana Musi concians
Union.
Seen above before the concert
left to right, Dr. de Graft-Joh are,
nson,
vice-president of Ghana, one of
many dignitaries who attended the
the
event; Mickey Shapiro,
execu
producer of the project and tive
wood's long time associate; and FleetMick
Fleetwood.

the Range:
A Ballad

SPRINGTIME FOR HITLFR
Adolf Hitler continues his search for the
late Aldo Moro in Pads.

Ham, ham on the range.
Where the links and the patties sauté.
What once was a herd is now cut by a third,
And the sties are not crowded all day.
v"'"-ve"-w'-w••••+ea'-•oe-t"ftve---+e"-ve,

REGISTRATION
1981 Symposium on
CHILD ABUSE AND INCEST
Tuesday, April 7, 1981
I wish to register for the Symposium on Child Abus
closed is my registration fee of $10.00, which inclu e and Incest. En
des the conference and
lunch. This special fee is open only to UMO Facul
ty, Staff, and Students
Please detach and mail to Conferences and Insti
College Avenue, Orono, ME 04469. Make chec tutes Division, 126
k payable to University of
Maine.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:

5 Steve Winwood
"Arc ofa Diver"
6 Cosmat Angels
"Waiting For a Miracle"
7

Bruce Springsteen
"The River"

8 Donnieblris
"Back in the Streets"
9 Pearl Harbour
"Don'tfollow Me, I'm Lost, Too"
10

The Plimsouls
"The Plimsouls"

Pp:77i=

STEAK HOUSE
QUALITY FOR PEOPLE LIKE YOU

11 g

111%; Specializing
IN QUALITY
ER

170b LOBS
SEAFOOD
it A-• -1E
BEEF

WESTERN
SIRLOIN
STEAK

Bar Harbor Rd.. Brovvor
T.I.989-1474
Serving Dinner
5:1S t. 111:118 P.M.
Smarr &mesh Ihroky,
Friday and %ivy*
'MI 11:00.
-AAA and MOBILE GUID
E RECOMMEND

With Value

EDMurphy's serves
only Fresh
USDA
Choice Top Qualit
y Western
Beef
Shipped directly
to
Colorado. Steaks Cut Murphy's from
on the Premises.
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Letters
EQUAL
TIME

'd Women"
'ury Ensemble

The
Maine
Campus
welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be brief and
include a name and telephone
number.
Names w ill be % ithheld onl
under special circumstances.
"Anom,mous" and open
letters, although welcome, will
not be published.
The Maine Campus reseRes
the right to edit letters for libel,
clarit!:, taste and to tit a%ailable
space.

ir
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Students rude during speech
To the Editor:

Dp 10

Eno
of Ghosts"

le"

Lost, Too"

On March 9, when I went to
hear an author, Sister Gladys
D'Souza, speak on her work in
making education more
relevant to students, I was
stunned to see how many
students who came to hear
walk out in the middle of her
presentation.
Since I have seen over the
year students walk out of
other presentations, even in
the middle of poetry readings,
I was not surprised to see so
many leave the room. But I
could just not help wonder
who taught the students that
they should just come to a
hour lecture, stay only as long
as they were interested, and
then leave. But I wonder, is
being rude now an accepted
cultural norm?
Since the lecturer was from
Bombay, and was speaking on
how our educational system
had domesticated students'
minds, created empty-headed
robots, and only encouraged
the powerful nations to ignore
the less powerful nations, it
was only appropos that
American students would feel
that they had more important
things to do than to sit for fifteen more minutes to hear a
women from India. They only
emodied the self-centeredness
of American students. They
only showed just how insensitive we are to other countries
and other ideas. She did not
need to point to corporations
or to our government to show
what she meant. She could
have just pointed out to the
students who walked out with

no apologies and little
awareness of their action.
After the lecture, one of the
professors apologized for the
students, claiming that they
had to get to classes or to lunch.
I wondered how much they
had to go to another class, if
they chose to come to the lecture in the first place? I did
not want to apologize for the
students. I merely wanted to
admit that they were rude and
inconsiderate of another person.
But in the future, I would
ask them not to come to a lecture again if they plan to walk
out. If they want to do that to
friends, or to their own
professors, then let them accept the consequences. But let
them not show their own selfcenterness to those who have
something to say and to those
who want to hear.
I would hope that rudeness
is not, as it seems to be, an
American way of life.
Bruce P. Spang

Gun-control not answer to violence control
To the Editor:

making his own (after all, guns
have been around a long time
Yellow Journalism will and are not complex). This
never die at UMO. The Cam- individual will not be stopped
pus wasted no time in jumping by laws regulating or banning
on the gun-control bandwagon firearms, just as he is not
following the news of the deterred by laws banning
shooting
of President murder.
The mentally deranged, too,
Reagan.
Apparently, the
will not be restrained by
Campus felt it had to come up
wan
something
and, legislative dicta banning
therefore, found it convenient firearms, but the media insists
to blindly reiterate the garbage on clinging to the hollow
echoed by so many of the argument that gun control is a
national media.
An old cure-all. A registered gun is
proverb immediately comes to just
a deadly as an
mind..."if a million people unregistered one and the instate a stupid thing, it is still a dentification number is useless
unless the criminal leaves the
stupid thing."
weapon around where it can
The fact remains that any
gun-control short of universal, be found. The mental case
voluntary abolition of all will commit the act regardless
firearms (ludicrous, indeed), of the chances of his escaping
would be largely ineffective in undetected. The assassins of
preventing the events in- both Kennedys, Oswald, Lenvolving President Reagan, non, Ford and Reagan had no
Martin Luther King, and cer- chance of escape, nor did they
actively plan for escape. They
tainly the Kennedys'. If an inwere intent on carrying out
dividual has decided to kill
their mission; escape was not
someone for hire, for example, he will have little trouble important.
obtaining the firearm from
The "black market" will
another state, another coun- forever be a source of securing
try, by stealing one, or by a firearm. The black market

Guns don't kill, people do
To the Editor:
The issue of gun control was
bound to be raised in the aftermath of Monday's events.
While thousands of people
each year are hurt in gun
related crimes, it is not the gun
which commits the crime but
rather the person holding the
firearm and society in general
for allowing this madness to
Occur.
It would be a tragic mistake
to restrict or further regulate

DLS helpers thanked
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the
following people for their help
with the Distinguished Lecture
Series' George McGovern lecture of Thursday, March 12.
Thomasin Fuller and Susan
Woodhead
for
putting
together an excellent reception.
Dean David Rand and
Bear's Den Manager Frank
Gross for their logistical sup-

MU IF YOUR FRIEN6S
BEEN SLEEPING
OUT IN THE SUN ALL DAY
DON'T YOU THINK YOU'D BETTER
WAKE HIM BEFORE HE GETS
SuNBURNEDm

port and storage space.
Ewin Wilder for his patience
and understanding in helping
us with the stage and sound.
Steve Hampton and Forrest
Carmichael of the Plant and
Soil department who provided
us the floral arrangements
which added that touch of
class to the reception.
Sincerely,
Robin W. Hartford

the ownership of firearms
because of a few deranged individuals. Limiting ownership
of firearms would take the
protection and enjoyment
which guns can afford away
from the private law-abiding
citizen and do nothing to
eliminate the problem of
violent crime or illegal
possession of firearms by
criminals, putting the honest
citizen at a further disadvantage.
Violent crime in this country
is a serious problem which
must be dealt with by society.
Events
such
as
the
assassination attempt on the
president and the recent killing
of John Lennon bring the
issue to light because of these
individuals' high visability.
Please try to remember
however that the gun Mr. Hinckley used would not have
done the deed by itself-people
kill people, guns don't kill
people.
Sincerely.
David D. Houston ,

in firearms would become a
thousand times more lucrative
if handguns were either banned or regulated. No form of
government has been successful in controlling the underground economy that
inevitably sprouts when a supply cannot meet a demand
because of government interference, even in the Soviet
Union- the epitome of state
control over the individual
(you can even buy meat
without waiting in line if you
know the right "grocer").
If regulation or confiscation of firearms will not
stem the tide of violence so
prevalent in this country, what
will? We can not put ourselves
again in the position of
treating the symptoms and
leaving the problem untouched. There was a single
truth in the campus- that
violence is, perhaps, taken for
granted in our society. But
why? This is the area where
resources should be allocated.
"Celebrity" shootings are
only the tip of the iceberg (I
will concede that, too) and if
that nebulous medicine called
"gun-control" (whatever that
is) will not stop them, then
how in the hell is it going to
stop the street robber or the
killer motivated by a flash of
anger? Long barrel weapons,
I presume, will be left untouched. Gun-control is the
perfect example of the
bureaucratic masturbation
that is so ineffective at solving
the problem but is popular
with the noisy minority of
well-intentioned, but
misguided, do-gooders.
In the meantime, while a
solution to the real problem is
being formulated, a temporary
solution would be swift, certain, and punitive measures
taken against anyone committing a crime involving a
firearm. Mandatory jail, or
even execution should be as
certain as "God made little
green apples."
The death
penalty, to be sure, is no
deterrent, if it is never carried
out (unless the condemned
begs for it as an alternative to
life imprisonment). There is
something to the word
"deterrent."

Sincerely,
Timothy Robbins
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World news
Brady making steady recovery
WASHINGTON, (AP)- The steady recovery White House press secretary
James Brady is making from a bullet through the brain is "truly exceptional" and
indicates he may regain more mental functions than earlier hoped, say brain
specialists.
White House officials said Wednesday that Brady was conscious, talking,
moving both arms and both legs and generally continuing to improve.
"Physicians continue to be cautiously optimistic as Mr. Brady's neurological
condition continues to improve," Wednesday's report said.
However, he remains in critical condition at George Washington University
Hospital.
Brady, 40, and his wife, Sarah, played catch with a ball of cotton or gauze
Tuesday night, "demonstrating his ability to move in spite of his weakened condition," said a White House statement.
James A. Baker III, White House chief of staff, said doctors believe Brady will
survive and "that mental capacity will be there" despite damage caused by a .22caliber bullet ripping through his brain.
However7 it is unknown how much and what kind of mental capacity will
remain following massive injury to the right side of Brady's brain and minor injury to the front lobe of the left side.
During five hours of surgery soon after Monday's assassination attempt on
President Reagan, doctors reportedly removed large amounts of brain tissue
from the right frontal lobe of Brady's brain and a small amount from the left.
Dr. Daniel Ruge, the White House physician, said there was "minimal, but
hopeful" movement on the left side of Brady's body, as well as continue
d
movement of the right arm and leg reported earlier.
The left-side movement first reported Wednesday was characterized by deputy
press secretary Larry Speakes as "a big development" since the badly damaged
right side of the brain controls body movement on the left.
Brain specialists term Brady's progress "extraordinary" and "exceptional,"
but caution against premature optimism.

News briefs
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.
(AP)- A launch date of April 10
has been set for the space shuttle
Columbia, first of a fleet that is
nearly 21/2 years behind its
original schedule, the top official
of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said today.
Dr. Alan Lovelace, acting
NASA administrator, told The
Associated Press of the target
date shortly after noon, prior to a
press conference at which the
date will be officially announced.
The date, firm
unless
something unforseen happens,
had been tentatively set at the
Kennedy Space Center last Sunday.
Formal concurrence with the
tentative date for the initial flight
of the reusable spacecraft had
been anticipated, because the
vehicle passed a review of its final
two fueling tests with flying
colors over the weekend.
Top
managers
from
throughout the nation involved in
the $13 billion program met here
all day Tuesday.

Brennan signs
moose hunt bill
AUGUSTA, (AP)- Swallowing his
philosophical objections and bowing to
the will of the people, Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan on Wednesday signed a bill
allowing an annual moose-hunting
season in Maine beginning next year.
Earlier Wednesday, Brennan told a
Statehouse news conference that the
overwhelming support the measure
won in the Legislature convinced him
that most Mainers feel the state animal
should be legal game.
"The Senate passed it 24-9," Brennan said. "The House passed it by
nearly a 2-1 margin."
Brennan, who had said he was
keeping an open mind on the issue until
the Legislature took final action, said
Wednesday his main concern is about
hunting in general.
"I've always had a hard time
distinguishing between preserving the
moose and preserving the deer and
preserving the rabbits," he said.

MONTPELIER, VT. (AP)- A
federal judge has turned down a
request to halt construction of Interstate 93 from St. Johnsbury to
the New Hampshire border.
U.S. District Court Judge
Albert Coffrin said Tuesday he
agreed with state Transportation
Agency officials "that the project
should not be halted at the
present time."
Coffrin also said that he would
probably rule in about three
weeks whether the state must
reconsider its planned route for
the highway.
The ruling represents a victory
for state officials and a defeat for
the Vermont Grange, the Vermont Natural Resources Council
and two dairy farmers who are
opposing completion of the 10mile stretch of highway.
Opponents have argued against
the highway's construction
because they contend its route
through the dairy farms is
destructive and that the highway
could have been routed around
the farms.

Manufacturer ofwonder drug
seeks approvalfor US market
BOSTON(AP) new medicine tested in Europe helps protect heart attack victims from suffering a second, fatal seizure, researchers say, and the drug's
manufacturer is seeking approval to market it in the United States.
The drug, called timolol, reduced the death rate among heart attack victims by
39 percent in a 33-month experiment. "We are very enthusiastic about these
results," Dr. Terje R. Pedersen said in an interview. "We think they represent a
breakthrough in the management of these patients."
Produced by Merck Sharp & Dohme, the drug has been used for six years
in
Europe for treatment of angina chest pain and high blood pressure. But
it has
not been cleared by the Food and Drug Administration for distribution
in the
United States.
FDA spokesman Wayne Pines said timolol was approved several years
ago for
use in the eyes by glaucoma patients, but it has not been approved
for heart
patients.
Merck submitted it in June 1977 as an anti-hypertension medicine,
but the
"data that demonstrate that this drug is safe and effective for use
as a hypertensive have not yet been produced to our satisfaction," Pines said.

NRA continues defense offirearms
NEW YORK, (AP) The National Rifle Association, for years a powerful
legislative lobby of Americans who believe they have a right to buy, sell and bear
firearms, is training its sights on the nation's courts. NRA officials say the
shooting of President Reagan and renewed demands for gun control will not affect efforts by its new Firearms Civil Rights Legal Defense Fund to fight laws the
NRA failed to shoot down in congress or state legislatures. But gun control advocates, who have fought a mostly losing battle against NRA lobbyists, say the
gun organization is actually defending wrong-doers who would sell guns to the
likes of Mexican bandits and New York street gangs.
Caught in the crossfire is the U.S. Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco &
Firearms: the NRA says the agency is too zealous in enforcing federal firearms
lawa; anti-gun forces say it's not doing enough. Richard Gardiner, and NRA
staff attorney, said the defense fund, recently granted tax-exempt status by the
Internal Revenue Service, is a direct response to BATF's enforcement efforts.
"We only take the cases of people who have been entrapped or enticed or
set
up," Gardiner said. "They are stupid cases brought against people with no
prior
offenses. We have not taken the case of anyone we didn't think was innocent
,
although they may technically have violated the law."

TRY OUR ON CAMPUS
SUMMER PROGRAM
FOR YOUR LIFE
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E
CALL:
CPT EDWARDS
581-7237

Riff,it takes

TWO YEAR PROGRAM.
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Winkin says pitching and defense keys for 1981
Jack

J

Connally

A tanned John Winkin said at Maine
Baseball Day, Wednesday, that the key
results of Maine's two-week Florida
trip were team's return home virtually
injury free and in the stabilization of
the Black Bear pitching staff.
Winkin said with the exception of
sophomore centerfielder Brad Colton,
who has been lost indefinitely with an
arm injury, the Black Bears nagging injuries were cured by the southern sun.
Colton's injury occurred as a freak
accident but is reportedly a recurring
one. He is leaving for home this
weekend to see a physician.
Freshman pitcher Stu Lacognata,
who got four starts in Florida, emerged

At Maine Baseball Day, coach John
Winkin said his team is in good shape to
defent their New England title.
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Maybe next year
In about a week the 1981 Red
Sox Corp. will be backing-up the
Bermuda shorts environs of
spring training and head north to
the cozy confines of Fenway
Park. The Red Sox have had a
poor spring training and at the
present time are third from the
bottom of all American League
teams. The Sox have been experimenting with new faces
acquired in the off season, nursing the wounded along with
many farmhands that year after
year make the laborious trek to
Winter Haven.
The task at hand for first year
manager Ralph Houk and the
25 players that get the nod to
come north is plugging a depleted
defensive corp and contruct a
solid pitching performance on the
mound. The eastern division of
the American League is loaded
with power to hit the ball, so a
slugfest season for the Red Sox's
accompanied by little defense
would mean a poor finish for
the Sox's as division rivals, New
York, Baltimore and Milwaukee
have proven power and defense.
Houk has promised a finish
better than the 19 games back of
a year ago and has earmarked
pitching improvement as the
reason. The starting rotation for
the Sox will center around the
likes of Mike Torrez, Frank
Tanana, Dennis Eckersley, all of
whom have proven talents with
other ball clubs.
Tanana, a lefty, will have to
get over the poor pitching that
plagued his last years with
California and mature as a pitcher, no longer solely depending
on the fastball which may have
cause the premature burnout. If
Eckersley can elude his back injuries and his taste for late night
beers and fun, and concentrate
on pitching, a 20 game winner is
the least to expect. For Torrez,
his biggest problem may be his
head. Personally, Torrez was
always a victory when he pitched
against the Sox before his free
agency days, so a return to his
deceptive but consistent pitching
is needed.
The Red Sox boast a pretty
decent bullpen with the likes of
Bob Stanley, Tom Burgmeier,
Bill Campbell, Mark Clear, Dick
Drago and Skip Lockwood. The
Sox have waited on Campbell for
\..1wo years to get over his arm

trouble and the word from Winter Haven is that Campbell's arm
is sound. The acquisition of
Clear from California can only
help the bullpen's strength
behind 1980 leaders Stanley and
Burgmeier. For Houk, the task
will be to decide when the end is
near for his starter and get a pitching change before an opposition's lead is insurmontable,
a simple task that has eluded
many of Houk's predecessors.
In the field the Red Sox gave
up the all important middle ridding the Sox's of such time-tested
players as Fred Lynn, Rick
Burleson and Carlton Fisk.
Rick Miller returns to Fenway
and any performance like his
golden glove centerfield days
with California will be appreciated. Backing up Miller will
be Tom Poquette and possibly
rookie Reid Nichols, who Bosox
p.r. men have rated highly.
Dwight Evans, right field, has
been tearing up spring training
with bat and arm. All "Dewey"
might need is a helmet in the field
to protect his head when diving in
the stands. Dewey in the past has
been plagued by nervousness that
eats away at his confidence and
stardom. Jim Rice, left field, will
need to mature as an outfielder.
For the first time in his career left
field will be all his.
At third base a pudgy Carney
Lansford acquired from California will impress the fans and
more than compensate with his
fielding prowess for the loss of
Butch Hobson's bat and
questionable arm. Glenn Hoffman, at shortstop has a tougher
task, replacing a man that played
everyday with dirt between his
teeth, but should feel at home
returning to his minor league
position. At second base the Red
Sox have a great twosome in
Dave Stapleton and Jerry Remy.
Stapleton barring injuries will
rest the starting job from the often brittle Remy. Stapleton can
expect to play just about every infield position if Remy stays
healthy. At first base the Red
Sox will be juggling old timers in
Carl Yastremski, Tony Perez and
Yastremski and
Joe Rudi.
especially Perez's bat will fill the
designator hitter spot and once
again if the old timers can't cut it,
Remy is healthy, the egos of the
oldtimers will have to be slighted
and Stapleton plays first.

as the team's fourth starter and according to coach Winkin is performing
like a veteran.
Winkin said, "There isn't another
team in New England that can match
us in strength of starting pitching."
Possibly realizing this, Maine was
ranked the number one team in New
England in this week's New England
coaches poll. Maine's first three starters are Tom Mahan, Joe Johnson, and
Don Mason.
Winkin said senior Don DeWolfe
.was the surprise pitcher of the trip. After reliever Kevin Buckley had sprained
an ankle, DeWolfe was thrust into the
fireman's role and responded immediately, pitching well in four relief
appearances.
Starting his seventh year as UMO
field general, Winkin said he couldn't

explain his team's tumble in the
opening week of Florida play.
"During that week we never got out of
the first inning. We couldn't make the
defensive plays and the pitchers were
having trouble finding the strike
zone." After two losses on March 17,
one 15-0 to Florida International, the
other 11-4 to Miami, Winkin said he
couldn't have been more embarrassed.
But as quickly as the Black Bears
had fallen on their faces they caught
fire. It wasn't long before Miami head
coach Ron Fraser was saying he never
saw a team improve so drastically in
such a short time.
"The next three weeks are crucial,"
said Winkin, "we need the weather.
Nothing could hurt us more right now
than a layoff. Everybody is ready to
go."

Spikers nearing Div. 1 playoffs
The UMO men's volleyball club, in
only its first year in Division I, has
"virtually clinched a spot in Division 1
play-offs," said Joe Rouse, coach of
the team.
The group only has three more matc
hes to go before the final seeds are announced, and it would have to lose all
three in order not to place.
If the Black Bears should happen to
win all three matches this weekend,
they will go into the New England
College Voile\ hall league in third

place and will almost certainly face
Brown University in their first match.
However, if Maine should lose at
least one of its matches, it will go into
the play-offs in fourth place and will
probably face Tufts. Maine has faced
Tufts once already this season and suffered a loss, losing three games to two.
However, at the time that UMO faced
Tufts, it was playing its third match of
the weekend. Rouse said his team is
much improved since the first time the
two clubs met and feels it can win the
match handily.

Need Bike
Repaire
Not to worry. Our bike repair experts will have
your bicycle back in shape in no time. They're
specialists in the art of bicycle repair. They'll get
your bike humming and get you back on the road.
If the winter blahs have taken their toll on your
bike, now's the time to get it rolling again. No
matter how old. No matter where you bought it.
We'll fix it!

FREEPICK UP&DELIVERY
And, of course, at The Ski Rack, we feature
free pick up and delivery. So what are you
waiting for? For service and repairs you can count
on there's only one place to go. The Ski Rack.
IT'S NICE TO HAVE 4 FRIEND IN THE IRTSINESS

SKIRACK
Maine Square. Hogan Road. Bangor 945-6464 or 945-6475
Monday, Thursday. Friday 10-9 Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturdav It)
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There's always a way to think positive
by David Lee
As Tom trudged languidly to his
next class, a small grey cloud followed
closely overhead. Exams were coming
up, he had an argument with his
girlfriend last night, and his toast was
burnt this morning. It was a bad day.
Meanwhile, Nicki walked briskly
toward the library, ready to tackle her
latest term paper.
The sun was
shining, it was spring, and although
she would be in the library for several
hours; there would be time to go running or just meander through the nearby fields, soaking in the rays. It was a
beautiful day. Up ahead she saw Tom,
head down, kicking pebbles as he
plodded along.
"Hey Tom, how's it going?", she
queried. "Oh, OK - I guess.", he
replied. "What's the matter?" "Oh,

you know, exams, papers, 5 more
weeks of school, life's a drag," explained Tom. "But it's spring, the sun
is shining, and school is almost out,
we're on the home stretch," said Nicki
encouragingly. "Spring means mud,
the sun always shines, that's no big
deal, and 5 weeks of school is a long
time. Kid, don't be so starry-eyed,"
grumbled Tom.
"But Tom...", was all Nicki could
muster. At that moment she became
another statistic.
Another person
struck down by the evil forces of Negative Thinking. She never had a
chance. This tragic story might have
had a different ending if only Nicki
had not stopped to talk with Tom, or
exams weren't coming up, or Tom's
toast didn't burn or...
Being an astute reader, I am sure you
picked up on the fact that this story is a

161k.A
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bit melodramatic. But I am also very
stead of looking for the faults and bad
sure that you know someone like Tom, aspects of situations, we can look at
that special person who can ferret out
the good sides. Instead of thinking
the negative aspects of any situation.
"This will never work," we can focus
The kind of person who can transform
on how we will make it work. Rather
an ice cream sundae into 500 empty
than sitting back and complaining
calories, a sunny day into a chance to
about a situation, the Positive Thinker
get sunburned, college into a four year
goes into action, doing something to
sentence, and vacation into an opporchange the situation.
Positive
tunity to get bored. Not content with
Thinking affects not holy happiness
their own negative musings, they feel
and success, but also self-confidence,
compelled to share them with others, relationships, and just about every
spreading a little bit of grey cloud to all
aspect of life. For it is an outlook on
those blessed by their pressence.
life - "As man thinketh in his heart, so
But before we label such people as
is he" (Proverbs).
the cause of all negative thinking, let's
There are many principles and
look at ourselves. How many times do
techniques of positive thinking, too
we say, "I'll never be able to do that,"
many to deal with in an article. To aid
"He (she) won't want to go out with
you in your development as a Positive.
me," "If I open my mouth in class, I
Thinker, the Students Helping Others
might say something dumb," or "It's
Program (The S.H.O.P.) has materials
raining, what a lousy day." We often
and a reading list on the subject. They
set ourselves up for unhappiness and
also present workshops in the residence
failure by what we tell ourselves. The
halls on The Power Of Positive
opposite is also true, we can set our- Thinking. If you would like to attend
selves up for happiness and success by one that has already been scheduled, or
what we tell ourselves. That's called
would like to have one in your hall,
Positive Thinking. And it works. In- contact me at 581-2147.

Welcome Day
plans underway

Hancock Hall

Why do you date?
This is the third in a three-part
series on Relationships, and is
presented by the Peer Sexuality
Program.
Last time we talked about how
we can become aware of our personal expectations and needs in
relationships, so that these
relationships can become more
fulfilling. This last article will
focus on one of the main ways a
lot of people start relationships dating.
Just as in forming most types
of relationships, getting started
on a particular type of relationship by dating means knowing
our own personal standards and
reasons for dating someone.
Here are some ways to better understand your personal reasons
for dating:
•Do you have an idea of the
kind of person with whom you
are compatable? Do you refuse
to date people you sense are not

compatable with you?
*Do you feel rejected if you
have no date on a Saturday
night?
Are you willing to spend an
occasional "Sacred Saturday
night" at home, or to go to a
movie alone, instead of spending
it with someone you don't really
like?
*What other parts of your life
(clubs, hobbies, family) are fun
for you? Or do you depend on
dating to bring some fun in your
life?
There's a difference between
being open to new people that
seem interesting, and feeling
pressured to seem interested in
someone just to have a date.
Recognizing this pressure, and
finding ways around it, are part
of knowing what we want in the
dating process, and in the
relationships which can result
from them.

The plans for the Fall 1981 New
Student Welcome Day program are
now in the making. The three-day
program, scheduled for August 29, 30,
and 31 is designed to personalize the
entrance of new students to the University of Maine, and to acquaint them
with other freshmen, a few upperclass
students, and residence hall staff
before classes begin.
Applications are now being accepted
from students who would like to help
with the program as Welcome Day
Assistants.
The Welcome Day
Assistant position is very important to
the success of the program, since one
of the important parts of a new
student's adjustment process includes
introducing freshmen to upperclass
students who are truly interested in
them. Welcome Day Assistants must
be willing to take an active role in
working with new students and helping
them become adjusted to university
life, and must be available from
Friday, August 28 through Monday,
August 31, 1981.
The Welcome Day Assistant applications may be picked up from any
Resident Director, or from Jean Krall,
Residential Life, Estabrooke Hall.
The deadline for applications is Wednesday, April 15. Plan now to help
next year's freshmen get started right apply for a Welcome Day Assisant
position today.

Tool Co-op
The Wells Complex Auto Tool Coop will present a CAR CARE CLINIC
on Saturday, April 4, at 1:00 p.m. in
the York Hall Main Lounge. Wells
Auto Coordinators Rick Belanger and
Ed Haas will be on hand to present the
program and answer questions.

Flea Market
FLEA MARKET
Sat. April 11
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Stewart Cafeteria
RENT A TABLE - only $3.00
Sell your old albums, posters,
clothes, furniture, etc.
MAKE MONEY!!
Call 3W Cumberland at 7492
Janice, Gloria, Ann

Ask Aunt Sal
Dear Aunt Sal,
I live off campus and am concerned about the rising cost of
orange juice. What are some
alternate sources of vitamin C
that are less expensive?
R.T.

Dear R. I .,
Other sources of vitamin C
that aren't too expensive are:
cabbage, potatoes, alfalpha
sprouts, and broccoli. Also, if
you really miss drinking orange
juice it might be helpful to know
only one 6 oz. glass of orange
juice will take care of all your
body's need for vitamin C each
day.
Aunt Sal

